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Electron-positron plasmas can be produced with 
ultra intense lasers. Also, they are thought to exist in 
pulsar nebulae or astrophysical jets. In most cases, how-
ever 1 these plasmas will contain ions as well as electrons 
and positrons. Thus, we have studied magneto hydro-
dynamic waves 1) and positron acceleration 2-4) in an 
electron-positron-ion plasma. 
We considered a shock wave propagating in 
the x direction in an external magnetic field Bo = 
Bo(cose, 0, sine). We have then found that a shock wave 
can reflect some positrons with the electric fleld parallel 
to the magnetic field. If the shock propagation speed V,h 
satisfies the relation Vsh "'" C cos (), these reflected parti-
cles stay in the shock transition region for long periods 
of time and gain ultrarelativistic energies. 
To analyze this new acceleration mechanism, we 
assume that the velocities of accelerated positrons sat-
isfy the relations '""I » 1 h is the Lorentz factor) and 
Vx '" V,h » Vy and that vd),/dt »'""Ildv/dtl. Hence, in 
the relativistic equation of motion, we neglect '""Idvu / dt 
compared with vud'""l/dt where" = x, y, or z. Using the 
relations Ey = (v'h/c)(Bz -Bzo) and Ez = -(v'h/c)By, 
which are obtained from Maxwell equations for a station-
ary wave, we have the lowest order equations as 
d, Vy V z 
mpvsh-d = eEx + e-Bz - e-BYl t e 
V z Vsh 0= e-Bxo - e-Bzo , 
c c 
d'""l Vy 
mpvz -d = -e-Bxo-t c 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
From eqs. (1)-(3), we find that these positrons move al-
most parallel to Bo, 
(4) 
Also, we obtain the energy increase rate as 
d'""l eBxo (E· B) 
dt = meV,h (B . Bo)· (5) 
The particle energy increases almost linearly with time. 
Next, we show positron acceleration obtaine.d by 
a one-dimensional (one space coordinate and three ve-
locity components), relativistic, electromagnetic, parti-
cle simulation code with full particle dynamics. 
Figure 1 displays time variations of '""I and v of a 
positron accelerated by a shock wave to '""I ~ .700. Its '""I 
linearly increased with time from wpet "" 250 to wpet "" 
1600. The energy increase rate is d'""l/d(wpet) = 0041, 
374 
which is in good agreement with a theoretical estimate. 
The figures of Vx and V z indicate that the particle moves 
nearly parallel to the external magnetic field. 
Figure 2 shows the trajectory of this positron in 
the (x - v'ht, y) plane. After the reflection, this particle 
moves in the negative y direction along the shock front. 
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Fig. 1. Time variations of 1, vx , vY ' and V z of an accel-
erated positron. 
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Fig. 2. Orbit of an accelerated positron in the (x -
v'ht, y) plane. 
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